Autocrine Production of Interleukin-6: A Mechanism of Interleukin-6 Independence in Dexamethasone-Resistant 7TD1 Murine Myeloma Cells
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Abstract

Several factors could contribute to proliferation of multiple myeloma (MM) cells independent of interleukin-6 (IL6) in the later stages of the disease. Our previous studies established a dexamethasone-resistant 7TD1 cell line (7TD1-Dxm) and have shown that one mechanism of resistance to dexamethasone is due to inhibition of cytochrome c release. We have also observed that 7TD1-Dxm cells proliferate independently of externally-added IL6. This study therefore aimed to elucidate the mechanisms responsible for IL6-independent proliferation in 7TD1-Dxm cells. Our results indicated that 7TD1-Dxm cells produced IL6 in an autocrine fashion. We have observed that dexamethasone-resistant 7TD1 cells become dexamethasone-resistant and IL6-independent for proliferation concomitantly. This strongly suggests that production of IL6 by 7TD1-Dxm cells may play an important role in the development of dexamethasone resistance. Consequently, further investigation of the molecular mechanisms responsible for IL6 production may be helpful in delineating the mechanisms leading to dexamethasone resistance.
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1. Introduction

Multiple myeloma (MM) is a plasma cell neoplasm currently without a cure. Two components are believed to be important in promoting the malignancy of plasma cells: 1) the multi-step genetic alterations leading to the activation of several growth and cell survival signaling pathways and 2) the interactions between the malignant plasma cells (also referred to as myeloma cells) and the bone marrow stromal cells (BMSC) giving rise to the secretion of several chemokine and cytokine growth factors [1]-[5]. Adhesion of myeloma cells to BMSC is mediated by adhesion molecules like intracellular adhesion molecules (I-CAM), very late activating antigen-4 (VLA-4), vascular cell adhesion molecule-1 (VCAM-1), and lymphocyte function-associated antigen-1 (LFA-1) [6]-[8]. Of the several growth factors secreted due to the molecular interactions arising from adhesion of MM cells to BMSC, interleukin-6 (IL6) is a well-studied and characterized cytokine growth factor promoting proliferation in and conferring anti-apoptotic protection on myeloma cells [1][2][9]-[14].

Two major mechanisms in late stage MM are known to render such patients unresponsive to first-line chemotherapy agents (e.g., dexamethasone). 1) When myeloma cells start proliferating in the bone marrow microenvironment (BMM), they eventually become resistant to treatment with conventional chemotherapeutic agents like dexamethasone (Dxm) [9]-[14]. 2) The myeloma cells become IL6-independent for proliferation [12]-[14]. However, whether the patients’ MM cells develop dexamethasone resistance and IL6 independence concomitantly has not been clarified. Furthermore, whether chemotherapy resistance and IL6 independence in MM share common pathogenic mechanisms are also presently unknown.

Previous studies in our laboratory have established a dexamethasone-resistant 7TD1 sub-line (7TD1-Dxm) and have observed that 7TD1-Dxm cells show IL6 independence for proliferation and dexamethasone resistance concomitantly [15]. We have also shown that dexamethasone resistance observed in 7TD1-Dxm cells is due to inhibition of cytochrome c release [16]. This study therefore aimed to further elucidate mechanism(s) underlying the development of IL6 independence in 7TD1-Dxm cells.

2. Methods

2.1. Cell Culture

7TD1-Dxm (Dexamethasone-resistant 7TD1) cells were generated as described previously [15]-[19]. Both 7TD1 and 7TD1-Dxm cells were cultured and maintained in complete culture medium as noted previously [15]-[19]. Appropriate vehicle controls were included in experiments. Anti-IL6 antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc., Dallas, TX) was used at a concentration of 2 μg/ml. Cellular proliferation was determined using the MTT assay [15]-[20]. All experimental procedures were carried out with a prior wash-out period of 24 hrs during which both the cell lines were incubated without IL6 or Dxm. All experiments utilized parent 7TD1 cells between passages 30 and 60.

2.2. Detection of Apoptosis

Apoptotic cells were quantified using DNA fragmentation TUNEL assay (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR). Briefly, 7TD1 and 7TD1-Dxm cells were subjected to various treatments, incubated for 48 hrs and processed as described previously [15]-[17][19] before they were analyzed using a flow cytometer (Becton Dickinson, East Rutherford, NJ).

2.3. Conditioned Medium Experiment

7TD1-Dxm cells were incubated in the absence of 85 µM dexamethasone or IL6 for 72 hrs. After that treatment, the medium from the 7TD1-Dxm cells so treated was collected and then employed to resuspend the parent 7TD1 cells and plated them in triplicates in a 96-well plate in the presence and absence of 2 μg/ml anti-IL6 antibody and incubated at 37°C for another 72 hrs. Subsequently, their proliferation in 72 hours was studied using the MTT assay [15]-[20].

2.4. RNA Isolation and First-Strand cDNA Synthesis

RNA isolation and cDNA synthesis were performed as described previously [19]. Briefly, both parent 7TD1 cells and 7TD1-Dxm cells were incubated in the absence of IL6 for 72 hrs and then RNA was isolated using the
RNAqueous kit (Ambion, Grand Island, NY), according to the manufacturer’s protocol. The concentration of total RNA was determined using a gene quant system. Total RNA (4 µg) from each sample was reverse transcribed into single-stranded cDNA with a Cells-to-Signal kit using oligo (dT) primers. After incubation at 40°C for 2 min and at 40°C for 50 min, M-MLV reverse transcriptase was denatured at 70°C for 5 min. The cDNA so obtained was stored at −20°C until used for polymerase chain reaction (PCR).

2.5. Polymerase Chain Reaction

Polymerase chain reaction was carried out as described previously [19]. Briefly, the synthesized cDNA was amplified by PCR using a PCR core kit and Gene Amp PCR system 2400 Gradient thermal cycler (Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA). PCR analyses for GAPDH, and IL6 were performed using PCR core kit standard protocol. Conditions for GAPDH and IL6 were: denaturing at 94°C for 3 min, annealing for 30 sec at 62°C for GAPDH and at 52°C for IL6. The sequences of primers used were: GAPDH sense, 5’-ACCACAGTCCATGCCATCAC-3’; GAPDH antisense, 5’-TCCACCACCTGTTGCTGTA-3’; IL6 sense 5’-CTGACAATATGAAATGTTGG-3’; and IL6 antisense, 5’-TCAAGAAACCATTCTGGCTAGG-3’. PCR products were electrophoretically size-fractionated in 1.5% agarose gel and visualized using ethidium bromide. The estimated sizes of the PCR products were: GAPDH, 452 bp and IL6, 200 bp.

2.6. Statistical Analyses of Data

Statistical significance of experimental results was analyzed by univariate analysis of variance followed by Tukey’s post-hoc test with a minimum significance level set at p < 0.05. In figures, individual letters identify those treatment groups where the differences are statistically significant as indicated by ANOVA (e.g., all treatment groups identified by a letter “a” are statistically significantly different from those treatments identified by all other letters (i.e., “b”, “c”, etc.)).

3. Results

3.1. Increasing Concentrations of Anti-IL6 Antibody Increased Its Inhibitory Effect on Proliferation of 7TD1-Dxm Cells

Our previous studies [19] demonstrated that treatment with an anti-IL6 antibody decreased proliferation of 7TD1-Dxm cells, suggesting 7TD1-Dxm cells produced IL6 and utilized it for proliferation. Therefore, we used increasing concentrations (0.02 µg/ml, 0.2 µg/ml, 1 µg/ml, and 2 µg/ml) of the anti-IL6 antibody to determine the minimum concentration of the antibody required to inhibit proliferation of 7TD1-Dxm cells. Figure 1 shows proliferation of 7TD1-Dxm cells was significantly inhibited by the anti-IL6 antibody only at 2 µg/ml (The cells were also incubated with an IgG antibody at 2 µg/ml, which was used as a negative control). These findings suggested that dexamethasone-resistant 7TD1 cells might be producing IL6 and utilizing it.

3.2. Conditioned Medium from 7TD1-Dxm Cells Promoted Proliferation of Parent 7TD1 Cells

We examined the effect of conditioned medium from 7TD1-Dxm cells on proliferation of parent 7TD1 cells. 7TD1-Dxm cells were cultured in the absence of 85 µM dexamethasone for 72 hrs. Parent 7TD1 cells were IL6 withdrawn for 24 hrs. After incubation for 24 hrs, 7TD1 cells were resuspended in 1 ml of the conditioned medium from 7TD1-Dxm cells and then plated in triplicates at a concentration of 10^4 cells/ml in the presence or absence of 2 µg/ml anti-IL6 antibody. Figure 2 shows that the conditioned medium from 7TD1-Dxm cells promoted significant increase in proliferation of 7TD1 cells. This proliferation triggered by IL6 from conditioned medium was inhibited in the presence of 2 µg/ml anti-IL6 antibody. These findings suggested that 7TD1-Dxm cells are producing and utilizing IL6 for proliferation.

3.3. Treatment with Anti-IL6 Antibody Alone or in Combination with Dexamethasone Did Not Induce Apoptosis in 7TD1-Dxm Cells

To examine the effect of the anti-IL6 antibody on induction of apoptosis in 7TD1-Dxm cells, we treated both
Figure 1. Effect of treatment of 7TD1-Dxm cells with increased concentrations of anti-IL6 antibody on their proliferation. 7TD1-Dxm cells were treated with increasing concentrations, 0.02 μg/ml, 0.2 μg/ml, 1 μg/ml, and 2 μg/ml of anti-IL6 antibody in the absence of IL6. After 72 hrs in culture, cell proliferation was determined using MTT assay. Values represent mean O.D. ± S.D. for assays performed in three separate experiments with triplicates in each experiment. Treatment of 7TD1-Dxm cells with increased concentrations of anti-IL6 antibody increased its inhibitory effect on their proliferation with significant inhibition of proliferation observed at 2 μg/ml.

Figure 2. Effect of treatment with conditioned medium from 7TD1-Dxm cells on proliferation of parent 7TD1 cells. 7TD1-Dxm cells were cultured in the absence of dexamethasone for 72 hrs. Then medium from the cells was collected and parent 7TD1 cells were cultured in that conditioned medium in the presence and absence of 2 µg/ml anti-IL6 antibody. After 72 hrs in culture, cell proliferation was determined using the MTT assay. Values represent mean O.D. ± S.D. for assays performed in three separate experiments with triplicates in each experiment. Conditioned medium from 7TD1-Dxm cells significantly increased proliferation of the parent 7TD1 cells and this proliferation was significantly inhibited in the presence of an anti-IL6 antibody.

parent 7TD1 and 7TD1-Dxm cells with 2 µg/ml of anti-IL6 antibody alone or in the presence of 85 µM dexamethasone. Figure 3 shows that treatment of parent 7TD1 cells with anti-IL6 antibody alone or in the presence of 85 µM dexamethasone induced apoptosis to a significant extent and the increase in the % apoptotic cells was approximately 8-fold (11% apoptotic cells in the presence of anti-IL6 antibody alone and 80% when treated with both anti-IL6 antibody and 85 µM dexamethasone). 7TD1-Dxm cells were quite resistant to induction of apoptosis when treated with anti-IL6 antibody alone or with both anti-IL6 antibody and 85 µM dexamethasone. These results suggested that even though anti-IL6 antibody inhibited proliferation of the 7TD1-Dxm cells, it did not have any impact on induction of apoptosis and presence of dexamethasone with anti-IL6 antibody did not reverse the resistance of the cells to dexamethasone. Taken together, these observations suggested proliferation and resistance of 7TD1-Dxm cells appeared to be regulated by different mechanisms as their proliferation was inhibited by treatment with an IL6-neutralizing antibody but did not induce apoptosis nor did it reverse dexamethasone resistance in 7TD1-Dxm cells. On the other hand, the results shown in Figure 2 suggested the likelihood that 7TD1-Dxm cells were producing and utilizing IL6 in an autocrine fashion and the produced IL6 could exert a protective effect on the resistant cells against induction of apoptosis.
3.4. IL6 Gene Was Expressed in 7TD1-Dxm Cells

The results discussed so far are consistent with the hypothesis that 7TD1-Dxm cells produce and use IL6 in an autocrine fashion. To seek further support of this hypothesis, we examined the expression of the IL6 gene in both 7TD1-Dxm and the parent 7TD1 cells. Both 7TD1 and 7TD1-Dxm cells were cultured in the absence of IL6 for 72 hrs. Subsequently, total RNA was isolated from both cell types following the manufacturer’s protocol and then a two-step reverse transcription PCR (RT-PCR) was performed according to the standard protocol for RT-PCR as described previously [19]. Their respective PCR products were run on a 1.5% agarose gel. GAPDH was used as a positive control. Figure 4 shows that 7TD1-Dxm cells expressed the IL6 gene unlike the parent 7TD1 cells, which did not express the IL6 gene in the absence of externally-added IL6. Thus, these findings provided additional support for our hypothesis that 7TD1-Dxm cells produce and utilize IL6 in an autocrine fashion.

4. Discussion

Development of resistance to treatment with chemotherapeutic agents like dexamethasone is a major problem in treatment of patients with MM. Nevertheless, the mechanisms that allow MM cells to develop resistance to such agents are far from being fully understood. For example, whether development of a dexamethasone-resistant and IL6-independent clone can result from the selective pressure to survive the continuous exposure to dexamethasone in the absence of IL6 remains to be elucidated, even though clonal heterogeneity is known to occur in patients with MM which provides the clones with characteristics necessary for survival [21] [22]. This study therefore aimed to address some of the key but as yet unresolved mechanistic issues.

MM cells may be dependent on IL6 for proliferation and survival in the intramedullary stage of the disease. But, once in the extramedullary stage, MM cells are in the blood circulation and IL6 may not be available to them. This scenario strongly suggests that there is a point between the intramedullary and extramedullary stages of the disease where MM cells develop IL6-independence and probably resistance to treatment with chemotherapeutic agents. Consequently, development of sub-clones of MM cells insensitive to drug treatment and proliferating independent of IL6 may occur at this juncture. Therefore, in this study, we have investigated the novel hypothesis that the IL6-independent proliferation and resistance to chemotherapeutic agent such as dexamethasone in MM cells are regulated by different mechanisms.

We [15]-[19] and others [23]-[28] have elucidated some of the mechanisms underlying the IL6-independent
Figure 4. Expression of interleukin-6 in 7TD1 and 7TD1-Dxm cells. Both parent 7TD1 and 7TD1-Dxm cells were cultured in the absence of externally-added IL6. After 72 hrs, total RNA was isolated from the two cell types following the manufacturer’s protocol and then two-step RT-PCR was performed on them according to the standard protocol for RT-PCR. Their respective PCR products were run on a 1.5% agarose gel and photographed. GAPDH was used as a positive control. Lanes 2 and 4 represent expression of GAPDH in total RNA from 7TD1 and 7TD1-Dxm cells, respectively, both cultured in the absence of externally-added IL6. Lanes 3 and 5 represent expression of IL6 gene in total RNA from 7TD1 and 7TD1-Dxm cells, respectively, both cultured in the absence of externally-added IL6. 7TD1-Dxm cells expressed IL6 gene even in the absence of externally-added IL6 unlike the parent 7TD1 cells, which did not express IL6 gene in the absence of exogenous IL6.

proliferation of MM cells. There is a consensus in favor of the hypothesis that MM cells are producing and utilizing IL6 in an autocrine fashion and the produced IL6 can exert a protective effect on the chemo-resistant cells against induction of apoptosis. We found that: 1) treatment of the dexamethasone-resistant 7TD1-Dxm cells with an IL6-neutralizing antibody led to inhibition of their proliferation at the antibody concentration of 2 µg/ml (Figure 1) and 2) treatment of the parent 7TD1 cells with conditioned medium from the dexamethasone-resistant 7TD1-Dxm cells promoted proliferation of 7TD1 cells (Figure 2). These findings provide some support for the hypothesis that MM cells are producing and utilizing IL6 in an autocrine fashion. Indeed, other investigators have also observed autocrine IL6 secretion by MM cells [13] [23].

Several mechanisms have been noted to account for autocrine IL6 secretion by MM cells leading to their continued survival and proliferation. Jourdan et al. concluded that a small IL6 autocrine production by MM cells was sufficient to trigger their cell cycling [25]. Bohnhorst et al. demonstrated that MM cells in the tumor environment express more toll-like receptors, which mediate their proliferation and survival partially due to autocrine production of IL6 [26]. Recent evidence points to constitutive NF-κB (nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells) activation and up-regulation of anti-apoptotic genes and cytokine receptors, all of which are related to MM disease progression and MM cell biology, and are involved in the development of an IL6-independent clone of MM cells [27].

In addition to providing evidence for the hypothesis that MM cells are producing and utilizing IL6 in an autocrine fashion, our results also demonstrated even though anti-IL6 antibody inhibited proliferation of 7TD1-Dxm cells, it did not affect induction of apoptosis nor did it reverse the resistance of these cells to dexamethasone in the presence of dexamethasone (Figure 3). Furthermore, we found that the dexamethasone-resistant 7TD1-Dxm cells, but not their parent 7TD1 cells, expressed the IL6 gene in the absence of externally-added IL6 (Figure 4). Thus, taken together, the results of this study not only are consistent with the notion that MM cells are producing and utilizing IL6 in an autocrine fashion but also provide some support for the hypothesis that the IL6-independent proliferation and resistance to chemotherapeutic agent such as dexamethasone in MM cells are regulated by different mechanisms.

In contrast to the mechanisms that lead to the IL6-independent proliferation of MM cells, the mechanisms that
give rise to resistance to dexamethasone are much less well understood. Our previous studies and our current findings (e.g., Figure 3) have provided some insights into such mechanisms. We noted that STAT3 is constitutively activated in 7TD1-Dxm cells but the development of resistance to dexamethasone is downstream of the IL6 induced JAK/STAT3 pathway [15] and IL6 and JAK2/STAT3 signaling mediate the reversal of resistance to dexamethasone after withdrawal of dexamethasone in 7TD1-Dxm cells for over 3 - 5 months [17]. In particular, withdrawal of dexamethasone for over 3 or more months can restore the sensitivity of 7TD1-Dxm cells to inhibition of proliferation and induction of apoptosis close to that of the parent 7TD1 cells [17]. Furthermore, we also found that regulation in cytochrome c release from mitochondria differs between 7TD1 and 7TD1-Dxm cells [16]. Cytochrome c release is inhibited in 7TD1-Dxm cells leading to resistance to dexamethasone induced apoptosis in 7TD1-Dxm cells [16]. More recently, two other groups [27] [28] have reported findings that led them to make conclusions similar to and/or compatible with ours as discussed above.

Yang et al. observed that constitutive activation of NF-κB protected murine plasmacytoma cells from induction of apoptosis and also conferred IL6 independence for proliferation on those cells [27]. They further noted that IL6 independence and resistance are independent of the JAK/STAT pathway and the protective effect against IL6 withdrawal-induced apoptosis is due to the constitutive NF-κB activation and blockage of caspase activation and not due to IL6 production [27]. Similarly, Verdelli et al. found that IL6 independence demonstrated by a CMA-03/06 sub-clone is in part attributable to NF-κB activation and up-regulation of anti-apoptotic genes [28]. Furthermore the CMA-03/06 sub-clones have shown higher sensibility to NF-κB inhibition by bortezomib indicating that NF-κB signaling pathway plays a major role in conferring IL6 independence in CMA-03/06 sub-clones [28]. Results from our current study indicated that 7TD1-Dxm cells produce IL6. Based on previous studies [27] [28] and results from our current study, further investigation using bortezomib followed by dexamethasone treatment may be helpful in sensitizing the 7TD1-Dxm cells to dexamethasone induced apoptosis by overcoming IL6 independence.

The results of this study, together with some of those in our previous studies [15]-[17] [19], have provided strong evidence supporting the hypothesis that MM cells are producing and utilizing IL6 in an autocrine fashion. We have also discussed the evidence that is consistent with the hypothesis that the IL6-independent proliferation and resistance to chemotherapeutic agent such as dexamethasone in MM cells are regulated by different mechanisms. Clearly further studies to unravel these mechanisms may have important therapeutic and related translational implications in advancing the treatment of MM.
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